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The aerodynamic design_o£ a wind-tunnel model of a wing representative
of that of a subsonic jet transPort aircraft, fitted with winglets, has
been performed using two recently developed optimal wing,design computer
programs. Both potential f_ow codes use a vortex lattice representation
of the near-field of the aerodynamic surfaces for determination of the
required mean camber surfaces for minimum induced drag, and both codes use
far-field induced drag minimization procedures to obtain the required
spanloads. One code uses a discrete vortex wake model for this far-field
drag computation, while the second uses a 2-D advanced panel wake model.
Wing camber shapes for the two codes are very similar, but the resulting
winglet camber shapes differ widely. Design techniques and considerations
for these two wind-tunnel models are detailed herein, inlcuding a descrip-
tion of the necessary modifications of the design geometry to format it
for use by a numerically controlled (NC) machine for the actual model
construction.
INTRODUCTION
The current emphasis on improving the fuel efficiency at cruise of
existing transport aircraft, and designing future generations of aircraft
with even further increases in fuel efficiency, has resulted in the con-
sideration of several new, novel aircraft configurations. Examples are
the so-called box plane studied in references i and 2, the joined wing
concept of reference 3, and winglets as discussed in reference 4. Further
model studies of improved transport performance may be found in references
5-7. These concepts generally use nonplanar lifting surfaces to reduce the
induced drag.
Recently a vortex lattice wing-design computer program has been
developed, described in reference 8, which computes for subcritical flow, using
thin wing potential flow theory' the wing camber surfaces for one or two in-
teracting planforms for minimum induced drag. The user specifies the config-_
uration geometry in planview= dihedral angles, the reference wing area;and span,
the subsonic design _ch number and design lift coefficient. The desired
chordwise loading function must also be specified on each planform. The
camber shape is computed directly which will achieve the desired lift, have
zero pitching moment (for t_o planforms) and will have minimum induced drag.
This program may be used as:m preliminary design tool for constructing wind-
tunnel models to investigate_heabove-mentioned new aircraft configurations,
so long as the design is subcritical. Further, for configurations which are
subcritical, this program is relatively inexpensive to run compared to more
sophisticated transonic codes which use iterative techniques to achieve_op-
timal solutions.
However, there is concern that the vortex lattice theory could lead to
errors in design shape in the vicinity of a change in wing dihedral angle
(refs. 9 and 10), This has lead to the development of an advanced panel far-
field wake model (ref. 11) where the wing wakes are broken into flat panels,
and where the wake vortex strength is assumed to vary linearly on each wake
panel. This theory has been shown to be more aGcurate than a discrete vor_
rex wake model (ref. 11}. This wake model has been extended to obtain the
bound circulation and spanload distributions for minimum induced drag for use
in the vortex lattice wing-design code of reference 8. Extensions of this
theory, as well as sample results from the modified design code, have been
given in reference 12. Design results to date (refs. 12 and 13) have shown
that the original Code (ref. 8) and the modified code (ref. 12) give identi-
cal results except where there is a change in wing dihedral.
In an attempt to determine the capabilities of both of these subcritical
design codes, two wind-tunnel models are currently being designed for a single
transport type w_ng fitted with winglets. The design point is M = 0.8, CL = 0.S,
and it is expected that there will be only a very limited region of slight!y
supercritical flow. The wing planform for both models is the same as that
used in one of the sample results given in reference 8. The winglet planforms
for both models are identical; this planform has been chosen using the recom-
mendations of reference 4. The two computer programs give essentially identi-
cal camber shapes on the wing, butyield widely different shapes on the winglet.
Hence, a single wing model _ to, be built, using the results of the modified
code, whfle both winglet mo_:is fare to be constructed and tested for
comparison. This report de£mils the considerations used to design these two
models. In particular, the data required for using a numerically controlled




























wing aspect ratio, defined as b2/S
chordwise pressure loading iparameter
wing span, cm (in.), equal _o 71.491 cm (28..146 in.)
local chord, m {ft)
mean chord, m (ft), equal to 0.2136 m (0.7008 ft)
pressure coefficient
pressure difference coefficient
wing tip chord, cm (in.}, equal to 8.113 cm (3.194 in.)
wing root bending moment coefficient
induced drag coefficient
lift coefficient
pitching moment coefficient about origin of body axis coordinate
•system shown in figure 1
Mach number
dynamic pressure, Pa (lb/ft 2)
projected wing area, m2 (ft2), equal to 0.3059S m2 (3.293 ft 2)
local semithickness, cm (in.)
streamwise body axis coordinate, cm (in.)
streamwise coordinate measured from local wing leading edge, cm (in.)
spanwise coordinate, cm (in.)
vertical coordinate, cm (in.)
coordinate normal to local wing chordplane, cm (in.)
angle of attack, radians (.degrees)
nondimens_onal chordwisecuordinate
nondimensional spanwise coo Tdinate


















Figure l° Planview of wing=winglet model.
cm (in.); wing has 6° dihedral
dihedral.
Dimensions are given in
and winglet has 77.5 °
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MODELWING-WINGLETDESCRIPTION
The current wind-tunnel wing-winglet models have been designed for
use on an existing fuselage model, which has been used in a series of
tests of previous wing-winglet models (ref. S) and high-aspect ratio wing
tests (ref. 7). The wing planform (fig. I) was the same as that used in
the single planform example of reference 8; however, the winglet plan
view (fig. 2) has been altered to conform to recommended winglet-design
criteria given in reference 4. The wing has been scaled so its projected
span equals the span of the configurations tested in reference 5, using
the same fuselage model. This wing planform is representative of current
subsonic jet transport wings. Model wing projected area was 0.30595 m 2
(3.295 ft2), and mean chord equaled 0.2136 m (0.7008 ft). The design
point chosen was a Mach number of 0.8 and a lift coefficient of 0.5.
These were chosen as being representative of current jet transports.
Also it was felt desirable to attempt a model design at the highest values
of Mach number and lift coefficient which seemed advisable. It is
likely that for the model size chosen (b = 1.430 m), the maximum Mach
number achievable in the NASA-Langley 7 x 10 foot high-speed tunnel
where the model is to be tested will be no greater than M = 0.8 (ref. 14).
This design point was chosen such that once the wing thickness dis-
tribution was superimposed on the designed camber shape, the flow over
the wing and winglet would be everywhere subcritical. Wing and winglet
leading edge sweeps were 38.19 and 35.28 degrees, respectively. The
wing had a trailing edge break at 0.388 times the total configuration
projected semispan and a constant 6 degrees of dihedral. The winglet
length was 0.143 times the projected span of the wing alone. The winglet
trailing edge was straight, with a leading edge break at 0.25 times the
winglet height. The lower 25 percent of the winglet was swept 61.6 degrees.
The upper 75 percent of the winglet had a leading edge sweep of 35.28
degrees which, when projected down to the wing tip, intersected the
tip at 0.65 times the wing tip chord. The winglet dihedral was 77.5
degrees (see fig. 2). These values, as well as the eight percent maximum
thickness t}_e NACA 64A005 thickness distribution (ref. 15), all followed.























Figure 2. Winglet plan view. DimensiOns are given in cm (in.).
loading function Ca = 1.0) like that used in reference 8 has been
chosen.
C_NBER SURFACE DESIGN
Once the model planform, scale, and design point had been chosen, the
two inviscid design codes of references 8 and 12 were used to obtain the
camber shapes predicted by each which would lead to minimum induced drag.
In both codes, a vortex lattice near-field representation of 18 chordwise
vortices by 21 spanwise was chosen. This was close to the maximum number
of near-field singularities allowable in either code. The design camber
shape was insensitive to these values over the limited range of 18 x 21
to 16 x 25. The adopted lattice layout led to three camber lines on
the winglet: one below the leading edge break and two above the break.
The original design code was modified to use 96 discrete vortex unknowns,
rather than the usual 100, in the Trefftz plane to determine the optimum
span load. This was done to duplicate as nearly as possible the true wake
shape for the wing-winglet model, given the restriction of equally spaced
wake vortices (ref. 8). The modified code (ref. 12)used S0 wake panels
having a cosine spacing. Thirty-five panels were used on the wing and
15 on the winglet. It is believed that the calculations for the modified
code were more accurate, based upon results shown in references II and
12. The computed induced drag for the original code was 0.009034, while
for the modified code using the advanced panel wake model CD = 0.0081al.
This is inconsistent with results of reference 11, where the discrete
vortex model was seen to underpredict the induced drag, but is believed
to be due to inaccuracies in the discrete vortex wake shape. Further
study as to the reason for these CD values is required.
The necessary input data cards for both computer programs, as well
as the resultant outputs are shown in Appendix A. The different optimum
spanloads from these two programs are plotted in figure 3. They differ
most significantly on the winglet ;and near the wing tip. Examples of the
computed optimum camber shapes areshown in figure 4. Again, the dif-
ferences im the two methods are confined to the region near the winglet


























































Figure 4. Camber shapes for wing-winglet model designed for minimum
induced drag at M = 0.8, CL = 0.5, a = 1.0.
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presented previously in reference 12 for a similar wing:winglet config-
uration, having a different winglet planform.
Once these design results had been obtained, and the NACA 64A008
thickness distribution chosen, the three-dimensional potential flow code
of reference 16 was utilized to check for any locally supercriticaI
regions on the designed wing-winglet. All of the design camber surface
Z/c values were rescaled by multiplying by the cosine of the local di-
hedral to obtain local airfoil cambers perpendicular to the plane of the
wing or winglet. Also, the local n values had to be recomputed in
terms of the fractional wing-winglet peripheral length. These input data
were in a simplified namelist format developed under contract for NASA/
Langley Research Center (LaRC) by the Computer Sciences Corporation. The result-
ant panel geometry for the modified code design is shown in figure 5,
and sample chordwise pressure plots are shown in figure 6. There was a
region of nearly constant _Cp, over about the middle 70 percent of
the local chord, with the pressure difference falling to zero at the
trailing edge, and with a slight rise at the leading edge. The minimum
pressure coefficient computed on the configuration designed using the
original code (ref. 8) was -0.$675, while the minimum found on the shape
computed using the modified code (ref. 12) was -0.7461. These values
occurred near the _inglet root. The value of C for sonic conditions
P
at M = 0.8 is -0.6910, so it is felt that there will not be any regions
of supercritical flow on the model designed using the original code
(ref. 8). The modified code model will have a small region of slightly
supercritical flow near the root of the winglet. It is also noted that
the chosen design point, CL = 0.5 and M = 0.8, is as high as possible
without appreciably violating the assumption of subcritical flow.
This summarizes the aerodynamic considerations undertaken for the
design of the current models. The more complete design process, such as
described in reference 17, was not undertaken, largely because these models
must be tested to discover how useful the computer codes of references 8
and 12 are as design teols. The_ing-winglet configuration chosen should
provide a-good test, while at the .same time yielding information about
which version of the design codeis preferable. :Moresophisticated analy-
sis programs modeling the flow over complete aircraft configurations,
I0
WINGLET
Figure 5. Perspective view of wing-winglet panel geometry for code








































including the effects of bodies, thickness, shocks, and even viscous
effects, as described in references 18 and 19 would be expected to.yield
moreaccurate performance pr_ictions. The recent aerodynamic optimi-
zation programs of references_0 and 21 should a11ow determination of
optimum configurationsinclu_ng the abovenonideal effects_
DESIGN DETAILS
Several other basic model design specifications and criteria have
been developed relating to the construction of the model itself. Since
the wing cambers from both codes differed only in the region immediately
adjacent to the wing-winglet junction, it was decided to build only one
wing model, using the camber values from the modified design code (ref 12).
The wing and winglet models will be cut using numerically controlled ma-
chining from steel, since the test dynamic pressures will be in the vicin-
ity of q = 34,100 Pa (720 Ib/ft 2) at the design point (ref. 14). The wing
and all winglet models will be cut separately so all surface coordinates
will be measured perpendicular to the plane of the wing or the winglets.
Four separate pairs of winglets will be constructed. These winglets will
bolt to the model wing tip. Two pairs of winglets will be machined having
the camber shape computed using the original design code (ref. 8). One of
these winglet pairs will have static pressure ports at the 12.5 and 42.5
percent peripheral distance stations. Upper surface pressures will be
sensed on one winglet; lower surface pressure taps will be placed at the
same x/c values on the other winglet. The pressure tubing will join to
larger tubing in the wing itself in a cutout cavity in the wing near the
wing-winglet junction. The second winglet pair will have no pressure
instrumentation, but will be fitted with full span 0.2 c trailing edge
flaps which bolt to the winglet. The flat deflection angles will be 0°,
±2 °, ±4 ° The remaining two pairs of winglet models will be constructed
having the camber shape of the modified design code (ref. 12); one pair
will be fitted with pressure:_aps, while the second pair will be fitted
with flaps, as described aboye. The wing model will have two chordwise
-rows of static pressure taps.,.,at the 31 and 74 percent peripheral distance
locations. All pressure tubxng will be carried inside the fuselage to
three scannivalves. The region of the junction between wing and winglets
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will be formed by handwork using templates. The wing root region will be
beveled to allow it to bolt to the fuselage strongback. Also, if feasible, .
the wing root region will be-4_agedto allow measurementof the wing root
bending moment.
NUMERICAELYCONTROLL£DMACHINEINPUT
Finally, a descriptiofi is now given of the steps necessary to prepare
an input deck to prepare a tape for use on the numerically cOntroiled
machine (type TX-23). A small computer program was written to rescale the
cambe9 shapes to be perpendicular to the local 4, by multiplying by cos _,
Then the £/c values Were added tO get upper and lower gurface values, which
were then muitiplied by the local chord value in inches. This yielded a
set of upper and lower surface coordinates, ifi inches, measured perpendicular
to the Win_ or winglet planes_ Next_ these co6rdiha£es were extrapolated
iineariy to obtain coordinates a£ %he Wihg root and tip, the location of
the tgailing edge B_eak on the wing, the winglet root ahd tip_ and the
ibCatiOfi Of %he leading edge break on the winglet_ These values were then
pdfidhed on cagds ifi a 7F10.6 _or_at, The ai_foii shapes were also plotted
using LaRC subr0utifie INFOPLT. The program listing arid output are shown in
Appendix B; aiong with the fifihl decks %o cut the wing and the wingiet.
Both decks storm were for the modified design code results (ref. 12). Also
included are the N/C machine input deck preparatioh instPuctiOns. Examples
of the Wifig and winglet airfoil sections are shOwh ifi figure. 7.
The NASA/LaRC model shop personfiel can supply sample dati checks which
aid in bUiiding ah input deck fO@ nt_mericaliy controlled machining Of a
general Wing. Categories I and Ii (see TX=23 Input, Appendix B) must be
largely defined by the engineer, while items IIi, IV, and V are fairly
standard and any needed c|langes in these Cards can be made by the personnel
in the model shop. Item II contains the bulk of the geometrical information,
beginning with (X, Y) pairs, in inches, for %he leading edge and trailing
edge [Item (3), Link (I)]. l_ese are followed by the Y values, in inches,
at which lhe airfoil upper a.nH .lower surface coordinates are specified
[Item (5), Link (I)]. The Imams (8) and (9), Link (i), contain the percent
chord locations, followed by,he corresponding upper surface coordinates, in
14
t.
- - RESULTS OF ORIGINAL DESIGN
CODE (REF. 8)
--_-- _SULTS OF MODIFIED DESIGN
CODE (REF. 12)
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Figure 7. Comparison of wing-winglet model airfoil sections.
1S
inches, and lower surface coordinates, in inches, at each airfoil station.
A maximum of 21 airfoils may be specified, as has been done for the current
wing model (Appendix B). A maximum of 30 coordinate triples may be specified
for each airfoil. Straight line_;curve fitting in the spanwise direction
an cubic cuTve fitting chordwise:was used for the current models.
The detailed design work is currently being implemented under contract
by LTV, and the final design will be constructed in-house by the model
shop at NASA/LaRC.
CONC LUS I ONS
The design process for construction of a wind-tunnel model of a sub-
sonic transport wing fitted with winglets has been described. The camber
shapes of the winglet models have been computed using two potential-flow
wing-design programs. The two codes give quite different results on
these winglets. As a result, these wind-tunnel models are to be used to
determine which program gives a design shape with better performance. Also,
the wind-tunnel test will provide information as to the utility of these
potential flow programs in the design process. Also documented were the
data preparation procedures necessary to obtain an input deck for numer-





INPUT DATA AND OUTPUT FOR WING°WINGLET
DESIGN USING CODES OF REFERENCES 8
AND 12
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DETAILS OF DATA PREPARATION FOR
NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MACHINING
OF WING-WINGLET MODELS










































PROGRAM W_ITTEN PY d KUHLMAN FOR PREPARING AIRFOIL
COORDINATES, IN INCHES, FO_ WING WITH WINGLET
MODEL TO BE TESTED IN 7X10 FOOT TUNNEL,
DESIGNED USING TN D-8090 DESIGN CODE BY LAMAR OR
MODIFIED VERSION OF THIS CODE USING TREFFTZ
PLANE WAKE MODEL OF CR-315_ BY KUHLMAN,
NAMELIST DATA INPUT INCLUDES CAMBERS (Z/C) FROM
DESIGN CODES AT 21 SPAN STATIONS (PCTY HEREIN)
AND 30 X/C STATIONS (PCTX HEREIN), AS WELL
AS CHORD VALUES FOR WING, IN INCHES, THESE DATA
SETS ARE STORREO ON PERMANENT FILES ZOCJK AND ZCCOR,
TOC ARRAY IS SEMI-THICKNESS/C FOR NACA 64A008
BASIC THICKNESS fORM,
SINCH IS DISTANCE IN PLANE OF WING OR WINGLET
MEASURED FROM ROOT,
LINEAR INTERPOLATION OR EXTRAPOLATION IN SPAN
DIRECTION USING IUNI PE_FODMED TO GENERATE ZS AT _OOT,
TE BREAK, JCT OF WING AND W!NGLETt LE BREAK ON
WINGLET, AND WINGLET TIP,
THE Z/C TABLE IS SCALED BY THE LOCAL CHORD VALUE
TIMES COSINE OF THE LOCAL DIHEDRAL ANGLEr _INCE
WING AND WINGLFT APE TO BE MACHINED SEPARATELY,
THE YOBtCORD VALUES ARE THE INTERPOLATION STATION_,
PCTX,YUP,YLO, APE WPITTEN ON TAPE]O WHICH MAY
THEN BE DISPOSED TO THE KEYPUNCH, TO OBTAIN
PUNCHED INPUT CARDS FORMATTED FOR USE BY THE TX23
NUMERICAL CONTROL MACHINE,
INFOPLT PLOTS ZUP AND ZLO (UPPER AND LOWER SUP-
FACE AIRFOIL COODDINATES) OVER CHORDS, VS PCTX,
DIMENSION CAMPER(30,?I)tPCTY(21),YOB(5),CHOR_(2]}
DIMENSION PCTXt30),CORD(5)
,, .... _,'._, "' ',, ;!" ,. : .' .'.* ...... .,. '




















CAMBER TABLES _UST BE INCREASING





























































































IF(J,EO,I) GO TO 77
IF(THK.LT.OoO]) THK=O°OI
77 CONTINUE



















































































































































































































































































Output o£ Computer Program for Rescaling of Wing-_inglet Geometry
135
I= 2.00 S(INCH)= 2.354638
CHOPD= ]4.309800Y/B/2= .083200
I PCTX ZUP(IN) ?LOtIN)
| 0,000000 ,564536 .564536
2 2,500000 .764623 ,377400
3 5,000000 .843919 ,310736
4 7,500000 .903030 ,260520
5 10.000000 .949259 .216884
6 12.500000 ,986706 .176772
7 15,000000 1.0147_9 .142710
8 17.500000 1.037020 ,111748
9 20.000000 1,057253 .0801B0
lO 22,500000 1,070669 ,052956
II 25.000000 1.080571 .027083
12 27,500000 1.085937 ,003830
13 30.000000 1.0_8273 -,018161
14 32.500000 1.086636 -.03782B
15 35.000000 1.081373 -.055397
16 37.500000 1,071B24 -,070098
17 40,000000 1,060180 -,084031
18 _2.500000 1.063046 -,093725
19 45,000000 1,021743 -,100431
20 50,000000 ,968609 ",106629
21 55,000000 ,9035_6 -,105009
22 60.000000 .82P_02 -,097156
?3 65.000000 .7_46B0 -,084430
74 70,000000 ,653542 -,067958
_5' 75,000000 ,556460 -,049417
26 80,000000 ,4551_] -.030780
27 85.000000 .351105 -.014653
28 qO,000000 ,_3085 -.00157!
29 95.000000 ,131297 .005943
30 100.000000 .010000 -,010000
136
I= 3.00 SIJ_:C_)= 3o972%10
I PCTX 7(!P ( I'_,_) 7LO(IN)
] O.PO0000 .a4366a .443664
? 2.=OooorJ .63397.5 .772_1_
3 %.Of)ONO0 .71]aap .713802
4 7. =0(? 0 C,t_ .770P6-_ o]703_4
]P.nO, tUOh ._1_571 .133016
7 15o00000C ._4_07 .(170_98
-_ 17.=00000 ,_,0_179 .044_7
9 ?.O. 000006; .93()?(i I .0]e26]
] 0 ?2._o9000 .a_6#r7 -.0n4065
]? P7._o_!O6h .G_,En_. -.043909
]3 30.no, O_nC .c_7] 1_-9 -.C.f 1517
]a 2_.¢,9r nt,O .c77_.,, 1 -.077016
]r., _" F) llOnOCw W7(I.'37P - (_06_0
1_- 3?.=0o060 oQ6Z,]p7 -.]nl¢-l_
].7 _,o.0onof, O • °_.b°7_ - ]11960
" - •
1_ 4 ?, _" O ¢)tl('_ 0 , W4_'._7? -olle4_l
]o _=.nnono0 ._?:pc,? -. ]??I_,_
?C _( ."On!,nL ._._-f:_,n u -.]73167
...... .l]71_b
_?. ._n.no{_I_Of .7_,.,1 i n .. ] I;c-750
2[_ -_ oO006f'(: ,t,F-47!_a -,f_01_7
_ 7f.nf),qGnf} .,_f,]cT_= -.07143(,
P5 75, OPnnO0 ' .,-%]_.9..c -o0_1_4
=6 '_fl.t_n(!n O f ._2?i _v -. C." !399
_7 o= OOqnOh "_2e-c_)7 - [:|_a66
?_' 00. DO fl,}C[; . _'[," _- _ 2- 3 -.n6cqe_
?c o_ooonetl , . ] _._-_(. . fl(;653Z'
B(', ]O._.nOe'InF; ._,1i;,:_(: -.I l¢:C.Of_
137

























































































































































































I PCTX ZUP(IN) ZLO(IN)
1 0,000000 .262052 .262052
2 2.500000 ,605002 .166842
3 S,O00000 ._7384 .111914
6 7.500000 .515886 .087528
5 10.000000 ,555088 .066817
6 12.500000 .587837 .047858
7 15.000000 .613931 ,032547
8 17,500000 .635856 ,018982
9 20.000000 ,656093 ,006683
10 22,500000 .671458 -.0070_6
11 25.000000 .684178 -.018177
12 27.500000 .693585 -.027851
13 30.000000 .700687 -.036967
14 32.500000 .706857 -.044818
15 35.000000 .706329 -.051550
]6 37,500000 .70_663 -.056650
17 40.000000 .701321 -,061519
18 42.500000 .69_038 -.0638_1
19 45.000000 .683692 -.064456
20 50.000000 .655123 -.061733
21 55.000000 .6|7436 -.054964
22 60.000000 .571_26 -.045238
23 65.000000 .51926_ -.033501
_4 70.000000 ._60469 -.020551
25 75.000000 .396358 -.007577
26 80.000000 .328029 .004041
27 85.000000 .256228 .012379
28 90.000000 .1806qi .016980
29 95.000000 .099089 .015516
30 100.000000 .OlO000 -.010000
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Z= 9=00 e S(INCH)= 12o55)465
CHORD= 8,502760Y/8/2= =443500
] PCTX ZUP(_N) ZLO (]'N)
1 0,000000 =193940 ,193940
2 2.500000 ,323953 =093868
3 5,000000 ,382153 =065340
4 7,500000 ,427888 0046114
5 10.000000 =665175 .030004
6 12,500000 o_q6577 ,015321
7 15,000000 .521960 ,003802
8 17,500000 ,5_3554 -,006234
9 20,000000 .563570 -,016999
10 22,500000 ,579172 -,025544
11 25,000000 ,592351 -,033622
12 27.500000 .602517 -.040462
13 30.000000 .610569 -.046864
14 32,500000 ,615952 -,052195
15 35.000000 .618873 -,056586
16 37.500000 ,618943 -.059577
17 40.000000 .617_65 ".062_1S
18 42.5000.00 .612_20 -.063039
19 45,000000 .604S92 -.062195
20 50.000000 .581749 -.057149
21 55.000000 ,550553 -,048722
22 60.000000 .512063 -.037895
23 65.000000 .467116 -.025534
24 70.000000 ,416332 -.012377
25 75,000000 .360470 .000463
26 80,000000 ,300653 .011699
27 85.000000 .236758 .019428
28 90.000000 .168994 .023087
29 95.000000 =094360 .019876
30 100.000000 ,010000 -,010000
143













1,,  z, ooooo .s o os .
15 35.6'00000 .563737
16 37.S()0000 ,$64745



































I= 11.00 S(INCH)= 15.690039
CHORD= 7,385]30Y/R/2= .556400




























































































T= 12.00 $(INCH|= 17.2S7910
CHORD= 6.826300Y/Bt2= .609800
I PCTX ZUP (IN) ZLO(IN)
I 00000000 ,097412 ,097412
2 2,500000 ,205119 .020399
3 5,000000 ,25_160 ,000812
4 7,500000 .295052 -,011449
5 10,000000 ,327926 -,021444
6 ]2,500000 ,355883 -,030486
7 15,000000 .378889 -,037106
8 17,500000 .39_763 -,042626
9 20,000000 ,417277 -,048823
10 22,500000 ,432159 °,053327
11 25,000000 ,445018 -,057534
]2 27,500000 ,455388 -,060817
]3 30,000000 ,663994 -,063815
14 32,500000 ,47039! -.066020
15 35,000000 .474750 -,067532
]6 37,500000 ,476758 -,06798|
17 40,000000 .477463 -,068368
|8 42.500000 .475263 -,067038
19 45.000000 ,470729 -,064590
20 50.000000 .455746 -.057182
21 55.000000 .633801 -.0473]6
22 60,000000 .405726 -,035799
23 65,000000 .372165 -,023351
2_. 70,000000 ,333583 -,010599
25 75.000000 ,290538 ,001512
26 80.000000 .243717 .011896
27 85,000000 °193396 .018916
28 90,000000 .1_9186 ,022046
29 95,000000 ,078542 ,018743
30 I00.000000 .OlO000 -,010000
146
|: 13.00 S(INCHI= 18,825782



































































































































I= 15,00 S(INCH)= 21_9615_6
CHORD= 5,149850Y/Bt_= °776000































































I= 16.00 S(INCN}= 23.529398
CHORD= 4.591040Y/B/2= .831400
































































































































































T= 18.00 S(INCM)= 26.665141
CHORD= 3.473410Y/B/2= ,942200
I PCTX ZUP(IN) ZL0(IN)
1 0,000000 ,022580 ,022580
2 2,500000 ,080541 -,013450
3 5.000000 .109147 -,020273
4 7,500000 ,]32434 -,023522
5 10,000000 ,151886 -,025883
6 12,500000 .168607 -.027988
7 15,000000 ,182650 -.029019
8 17._00000 ,194957 -.029633
9 20,000000 .206422 -.030743
10 22,500000 ,_15884 -.031145
11 25,000000 .224166 -.031546
12 27,500000 .231032 -.031627
]3 30.000000 .236852 -.031712
14 32.500000 ._41400 -.031540
15 35.000000 .244765 -.031162
16 37.500000 .246793 -.030385
17 40,000000 ,248022 -,029712
18 42.500000 .247631 -.028297
19 45.000000 .245948 -.026437
20 SO.O00000 .239205 -.021787
21 55,000000 ,228506 -.016300
22 60,000000 .214335 -,010325
23 65.000000 .|9708_ -.004|68
24 70.000000 .177042 .001912
25 75.000000 .154548 .007484
26 80.000000 .129_94 .012037
27 85,000000 .103511 .014731
28 90.000000 .074902 .015299
29 95.000000 ,0_2669 .012242


































































































































































































































































INTERP ZS ON WrNG (_NCH}
CHORD= |5.742600Y/B/2= 0,000000
! PCTX ZUP(IN) 7L0(IN)
I 0.000000 .995245 .995245
2 2.500000 1.202815 .776821
3 5.000000 1.277_88 .690918
4 7.500000 1.329803 ,622960
5 10.000000 1.367710 .562004
6 12.500000 1.395796 .504764
7 15.000000 1.413495 .456141
8 17.500000 1.42486R .406951
9 20.000000 1,434055 °359150
10 22.500000 1.435831 .316217
11 25._00000 1.433866 .274895
12 27.500000 1.427067 .236611
13 30.000000 1.417113 .199895
14 32._00000 1.4029R8 ,165935
15 35.000000 1.385094 .134502
16 37.500000 1.362719 ,106459
17 40.000000 1.338290 ,079512
lB 42.500000 1.308086 ,057494
19 45.000000 1.273572 .039037
20 50.000000 1.193835 .010936
21 55,000000 1.102205 -,007333
22 60.000000 1.000790 -.017442
23 65,000000 .891310 -.020817
24 70.000000 .775107 -.018635
25 75.000000 .653882 -.012660
26 80.000000 .529630 -.004989
27 85.000000 .404069 .001688
28 90,000000 .277081 .006938
29 95.000000 .1_6534 .008629
30 100.000000 .010000 -.010000
136


























































































































INTERP 75 ON WING (INCH)
CHORD= 3.194000Y/B/2= .q69917
/































































































































TNTERP ZS ON WTNGLET (TNCH)
CHORD= ],730000Y/_/2= ,977439
I PCTX ZUP(IN) ZLO(IN)
] 0.000000 -.042763 -.042763
2 2,500000 -,0082P1 -,05S035
3 5.000000 ,011652 -,052808
4 7,500000 .02R320 -.049357
5 10.000000 .042149 -.046393
6 12.500000 .053865 -.044053
7 15,000000 .063798 -.04|628
8 17.500000 .072535 -,039327
9 20.000000 .080532 -,037592
10 22.500000 .087249 -.035789
II 25.000000 ,093169 ".034214
12 27,500000 .09_160 ",032662
13 30.000000 ,102496 -,031267
]4 32,S0O000 ,106068 -,029875
15 35,000000 ,108943 -.028488
16 37,500000 .111066 -,026988
17 60.000000 .I12721 -,025610
18 42.500000 .113513 -,023918
19 45.000000 .113617 -,022049
20 50,000000 ,112044 -.017948
21 55.000000 .108602 -.013529
2_ 60,000000 ,10_951 -,008946
23 65.000000 ,095882 -.004355
?4 70.000000 .087370 .00009_
25 75.000000 ,077389 ,00414l
26 80.000000 ,066230 .007479
27 85,000000 .053792 .009573
28 90.000000 ._39880 ,010193
_9 95,000000 ,025862 ,005862
30 I00.000000 .010000 -.OlO000
160
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I. Link (0) (System Control)
Item (l) -- Alphanumeric Identification
(2) cards, (72 col.umns each)
Item (2) -- Next Link Number
(Col. 1-5, Right Justified)
II. Link (1) (Planform and Airfoil Sections)
Item (1) -- (1) card, (Col. 1-10, Right-Justified)
KASE (= 0, New Case)
(# 0, Link 1 Def. on File 1)
Item (2) -- (1) card, (4 fields of 10 col. each)
Leading and Trailing Edge Data
(a) -(Col. 1-10, Right-Justified)
= 1 (Straight Line(s) on leading edge)
= 2 (Cubic curve on leading edge)
(b) - (Col. il-20, Right-Justified)
(No. of points on leading edge)
(c) - (Col. 21-50, Right-Justified)
Same as (a) above for T.E,
(d) - (Col. 31-40, Right-Justified)
Same as (b) above for T.E.
Item (3) -- See form for L.E, and T.E. data
Item (4) -- (i) card, (9 data fields)
Airfoil Oef{nition Data (21 Limit)
(a) - (Col. i-5, RightfJustified)
= i (No airfoil fit)
= 2 (Fit straight lines)
3 (Fit cubics)
(b) - (Col, 6-i0, R-J)
No. of given airfoils. (Max. 21)
(c) - (Col. li-lS, R-J)
No. of points _er airfoil. (Max. 30)




(d)-- (Col 16-20, R-J)
No. of camber line points
{e) - (Col 21-50, Left-Justified with decimal)
L.E. Radius
(_) (Col 31-40, u-o w D)
T.E. Radius
(g) -(Col 41-S0, L-J w D)
L.E. Thickness
(h) - (Col 51-60, L-J w D)
T.E. Thickness
(i) - (Col 61-70, L-J w D) (FAC = 1.0)
Item (5) - See form for airfoil WB lines.
YDEM for WB (lines)
Item (6) -- (I) card, (Max. of 20, one Col. fields)
A'one in the (ith) column will apply a cubic fit to all
surface lines between the (ith) and (i + Ist) airfoils.
A zero will cause a straight line fit.
Item (7) -- (1) card, (Max. of 31, one Col. fields)
A one in the (ith) column will cause the (ith) airfoil
to be read from cards. A zero will make the (ith)
airfoil identical with the (i - Ist) airfoil.
Item (8) -- See form for airfoil ordinates percent-of-chord
locations.
Item (9) -- See form for airfoil ordinates. (order: percent, upper, lower)
CONTROL RETURNS TO LINK (0) FOR ITEM (2).
Link (3) - (Spanwise Percent Line Arrays)
Item (1) -- (I) card, (3 fields of 10 Col. each)
(a) - (Col. 1-10, R-J)
(No. of percent line values in this set - Max. 31)
(b) - (Coi. 11-20, R-J)
: I (Read another set of line values)
: 0 (This is the last set of lines)
163
IV.
(c) - (Co]. 21-30, R-J)
= 0 (In a11 cases)
Item (2) -- See form for percent line values.
CONTROL RETURNS TO LINK (0) FOR ITEM (2).
Link (5) - (Cutter Motion and Surface Parameters)
Item (1) -- (1) card, (7 fields of 10 CoI. each)
(a) - (Col. 1-10 R-J)
= 0 (Output both surfaces)
= 1 (Output upper surface only)
= 2 (Output lower surface only)
(b) (Col. 11-20, R-J)
= 1 (MDI)
(c) - (Col. 21-30, R-J)
= 0 (Do not invert lower surf. Z)
= 1 (Do invert lower surf. Z)
(d) - (Col. 31-40, R-J)
= 0 (This is last case)
0 (Another case follows)
(e) (Col. 41-50, R-J)
= 0 (output cutter center)
= 1 (Output surf. points and normals)
(f) - (Col. 51-60, R-J)
=-0 (No plot output)
# 0 (Generate plot tape)
(g) - (Col. 61-70, R-J)
(Line print increment)
Item (2) -- (2) cards, (8 fields of 10 Col. each)
(a) - (Col. 1-10, L-J w decimal)
YS = (Outboard WBL for line cuts)
(b) - (Col. 11-20, L-J w dec.)
YE = (Inboard WBL for line cuts)
164
(c)- {Col. 21-30, L-J w dec.)
DY = (Point increment for line cuts)
(d) (C01. 31-40, L-J w dec..)
PS = (First cut percent line)
{e) (Col. 41-50, L-J w dec.)
PE = (Last cut percent line)
if) (Col. 51-60, L-J e dec.)
a = (Rotation angle, usually 0)
{g) - (Col. 61-70, L-J w dec.)
R = (Cutter radius)
{h) - (Col. 1-10. L-J w dec.)
PM = (1.0, Not used currently)
Item (3) -- {1) card, (1 field of 10 Co1.)
Ca) (Col. 1-10, R-J)
NB = (No. of Butt Blocks.)
IF NB # 0 Include ITEM {3.1)
Item (3.1) -- (1) card, (3 < N < 7 (10) Col. fields)
(a)- (Col. 1-10, L-J w dec.)
YB = {Y line at butt blocks)
(b) (Cols. 11-20, 21-30, ..... 61-70)
XN, = (Butt block x locations)
M (i < N < 3; ).I= I, 2)
CONTROL RETURNS TO LINK (0) FOR ITEM (2).
V. Link {6} - (Postp.rocessor Control Commands}
Items {I-N} -= (One statement per card,}




{I) PARTNO - 66 Characters -




(4) TRANS /"X", "Y", "Z"
iS) FROM /"X", "Y", "Z"
{6) GO TO /"X", "Y", "Z"









































































0©000000 ?0_00000 5=000000 7,500000
17o500000 2_o000000 ?Po500000 250000000
35o000000 37.b00000 40.000000 42=500000
60=O0000n _5o000000 70.n00000 75.000000
9S,OOnO00100,O00_O0
,895245 1.202n15 ].2774R8 1=32q803
1.424868 1.434055 1o435831 1.433866
1.385094 1=362719 1.338290 1.308086
1.000790 .891310 .775107 .653882
°146534 =010000
.995245 o776821 .690918 ,622960
.406951 =359]50 .316217 .274895
.13_502 0106459 °079512 ,057494
-.017442 -.020817 -.018635 -.012660
.008679 -,0]0000
0.000000 2.500000 5.000000 7o50n000
17,500000 20.000000 22=500000 25.0000o0
35.000000 37.500000 40,000000 42.500000
60.000000 65,000000 70.000000 75.000000
qS.00000010_.OOqO00
0851330 1.056410 1,13?631 1.187_90
1.295299 1.308178 1.313844 1,31_45
1.283640 1.265551 1,2453q4 1.21q_57
,94)213 ,842337 .734507 .621346
.141446 .0]00_0
.F5133_ ,643350 ,563872 .501F39
.30878q .265911 .228226 ,1QP065
,071070 .047436 .024837 .006q37
-.04&lOl -,042094 -.035134 -.024Q58
.007728 -,OlOnO0
0.000000 2.500000 5,000000 7.50O000
17,500000 20.000000 P2.500000 25.00O000
35.000000 37=b00000 40.000000 42,50000_
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1.0370_0 1.057253 1.070669 1.080571 1.085937 1.038273 1.086636
1.081373 1.071824 1.060180 1.043046 1.091743 .968609 o@03546
.82P40P .744680 .653547 .556460 .455181 .351105 .243985
.1312e7 .OlO000
.564536 .377400 .310736 02605P0 .?168R4 .176772 .142710
.1117_8 .0801RO .052956 .0270P3 .003830 -.018161 -.03782R
-.055397 -.070098 -.084031 -.09_725 -.100431 -.I06629 -.10500q
-.097156 -.0e4490 -.067958 -.04q417 -.030780 -.014653 -.001571
.005q43 -.OleO00
0.000000 2.500000 5.000000 7.500000 10.000000 12.500000 15.000000
17.500000 20.000000 22.500000 25.000000 _7.500000 30.000000 32.500000
35.000000 37.500000 40.000000 42.50N000 45.000000 50.000000 55°000000













.'{i-7£ .£I_&5 ,_27]_7 .J25_17 .2?S?_3
-,(_r_&fb u -.f12%]_? -.(]a_QO_ -oC_ID]7 -.Q77_]6
-.i!I _ -.llU_7] -.I??I _a -.1731_? -.]]71e9
-.{,7l_.'f, -.r,51??4 -.rql3_ -.01_,_0 -.(OOq_4
5.000000 7.50nno0 10.000000 12.500000 15.000000
_?._00000 _5.000000 27.500000 30.000000 32.500000
40.000000 42.500000 45.000000 50.000000 55.000000
70.000000 75.000000 O0.O00000 O_.O00000 90.000000
.36_q65 ,5481PI .62P_7R ,6793q9 .7248_0 .762431 .7n1757
.8159_5 ._3_346 .854674 .867846 ,876980 .883378 .8_6_P0
.P_Sm04 .8E1557 .875374 ._64309 .849504 .810377 .760360
.70lO_f .633640 .55q168 .47P834 .3_4095 .306043 ,_14376
,I16_4 .010000
.36_96_ ._IP_P3 .1604R0 .l_O .nq0085 .060478 .03_89
,OI40PP -.00846_ -.027357 -.04_1P9 -.06085q -.07_545 -.088330
-.0_4]l -,1081P3 -.I16_C -.I_0906 -.123060 -.1_1509 -.113733
-,I01135 -,084937 -,066141 -,046_fi7 -,0_7077 -,010952 .0015_7
,007q13 -.010000
0.000n00 _.500000 5.000000 7.50000o lO.O00000 12.500000 15.0n0000
17.500000 20.000000 P?.500000 _5.00o000 p7.500000 30.000000 32.500n00
3b. O00000 37.500000 40.000000 42.50000o 45.n00000 50.000000 55.000000






.554648 .60W044 ,&_P741 ,6_90_4 .7176_6
,77990q ,793310 .P0_921 .809947 .813632
.R06470 .797096 .7P4215 .749_00 .70450q






























































































































































































































O.OOnOO0 2.500000 5.000000 7.50nnoo lo.nooooo 12.500000 15.000000
17.500000 ?0.000000 ?_.500000 75.000000 P?.snoooo _o.oonooo 3_.500000
35.00n000 37,5noono 40.000000 42.5oo0oo 45.n00000 50.000000 55°0o0oo0













.448461 .495?73 .533P50 .5650_6 .5q0561
.647100 .65_73P .669183 .676396 .6_07_S
.678460 .67]PI_ .662P_7 .635443 .599_10









5.000000 7,500000 10.000000 12.500000 15.000000
17.500000 20.000000 PP.500000 25,000000 27,_00000 30,000000 32,500000
35.000000 37.500000 40.000000 42.500000 45.000000 50.000000 55.000000
_0.000000 6=,nOO000 70,000000 75.00n000 8o.onoooo 85,oooooo qo.oooooo
05,oooflcoloo,oooono
,IQ3q40 .3P3953 .38F153 .427_PP .465175 .496577 .SPlg60
,543554 ,563570 ,57q172 .59P351 ._0?517 .61056q .61595_
._15_73 .61P943 .617465 .6Ip4pO .604597 °581749 .5_0553
.S|P063 .467116 .41633P .360470 .300453 .236758 .168g04
.094360 ,0100_0
.103040 .093P68 .065340 .046114 .030004 .0153?I .003_0P
-.006P34 -.01699g -.025544 -.0336_ -.04046_ -.046864 -.05Plq5
-.0565P6 -.05q577 -.06P41_ -.063039 -.06?1q5 -.057149 -.04872P
-.037PQ5 -.02_S)4 -.01E377 .000463 °011609 °0194p8 .0?30P7
.01q876 -.01_000
_,000000 _,5000n0 5.000000 7.500000 10,000000 12.500000 15.000000
17.500000 20.000000 FP.500000 25.00fl000_7.500000 30.000000 32.5Cn000
35.0000n0 37.b00000 40.000000'4_.500000 45.0_0000 50.000000 55.000000













°329651 .373_74 .409726 .440219 ._OSI
.521704 .535038 .q455_0 .554051 .560051
.564Pqi .560_o1 ._54075 .53448_ .5070l_








5.000000 7,500_00 10.n00000 1P,500000 15.00no00
17.500000 PO._OSO_O PP.500080 PS,0OnOOO pT.SC_OsO _0,00000o 3P,_0O000





o12]_60 0?37017 op89993 ,332045
044057F 0450_01 ,475136 o48_3l_
oS17P_m 051945g 0519667 o5167.39
o430607 ,401718 ,359520 .31_F26
o0037_2 o0100o0
o1216_0 ,037176 0014_P3 .0004_P
-.036q4P -0044_56 -o0500W4 -o05_976
-°06P807 =°"60874 -o070_48 -o06Wg36
-o030064 =.026176 -o01?038 -o00"061
00100_ -_010000
OoO00000 ?obO0000 5o00N000 7o500000
170500000 200000000 72.500000 250000000
350000000 37o500n00 40°000000 420500000




































.0974]7 °?05119 .755160 o2Q_nF2 .3270P6 °355883 o37RRRg
o3_07_ °4]7277 °43_15g o44_018 o4_53RR ,4630_4 o470391
o47_7_0 ,476758 0477463 °47_243 0470729 ,455746 .433801
.4n57?6 °37_1b_ °333583 .29n=38 o_43717 .193396 ,13gi86
o070547 =010000
.0974]7 .07039q ,O00PlP -o011449 -o0?1444 -,030486 -,037106
-,04P626 -o048e23 -.053327 -°0_7034 -,060817 -,063R15 -°066020
-.067_3P -°067981 -0068368 =°067038 -,0645g0 -°057182 -.047316
-o03_7qc -o0233_I -.01059q .001_12 .011806 °018916 o0P2046
,01_743 -°O]O000
0°0000n0 2o50o_0 5.00no00 7°500000 10.000000 12.500000 15,000000
170500000 20,000000 2Po500000 25,000000 _7,500000 30,000000 3E°500000
35,000000 37=500000 _0o000000 4_.5000fl_ 45,000000 _0,000000 55,000000
_O,OOnO00 65°000000 70,000000 75.000000 80,000000 85,000000 90,OOnO00
95o000000100°000000
0076655 0176343 ,22328] 0260R_1 .?QlSg_
.35_174 .376845 o391149 0403_63 ,413667
,439013 .43533l ,436477 .434_14 ,431070
,3737gi ,342g1_ ,307876 ,P68_25 ,2_5635
007323_ °010_00
,076405 000674_ -001024_ -,0_0_59 -,O_PP77
-.0460_1 -,05100_ -.054_q_ -0057_40 -,_60_R4
-.0_4R7_ -.064_16 -,064771 -.063075 -._60426
-,0370c0 -,020277 -.noPlPO ,00_160 ,012702
,O]_3Po -.0]0_0e
0.000000 _.5000o0 5.000000 7.500n00 10.000000
17,_0000 20.0000_0 7?,500000 25.000000 77,5000.00
35,000000 37,b00000 4_,000000 4_,500000 45,000000





































































,3q4791 ,393P57 ,3Q0?51 ,379.145 ,36_050




























,16_600 ,195071 ,?P2039 ,245126 ,P64372
,300715 ,320975 ,330?A8 ,338205 .3443QI
,3_3440 ,352886 .3_0_44 ,3411q5 ,326364

























,0?314o .Oq_91 .135P38 ,164q14 .lRq6P6 ,210831 ,PPR5_O
.24_1F3 ,_5_650 .270638 ._81176 ,_P9960 ,297479 ,303436
,307_49 .3lO_Og .312727 ,312=99 ,31086P ,303176 ,PgosP7
.P73467 .25P_PO .P27681 ,19Q597 ,1&8605 ,13_PI1 ,0q7901
,05_803 ,O]_nDO
,02314o -,_25A42 -,03_8?4 -,04]p?4 -,045343 -,04q0?2 -.051198
-,0_733 -.0548?6 -,055877 -,0568]6 -.057215 -.057500 -,0573_R
=.05_7F? -.05F5_6 -,054377 -.05?11_ -,04916_ -,0_1705 -,0330_0
-.OP34m] -,0135P5 -,O03PO0 ,00_]3 ,01_694 °017464 ,Olql]8
.015676 -,Olnnoo
O.OOnOOO ?.5000GO 5,000000 7.50000o lO,onoooo 12.500000 15.000000
17.bOnO00 Pe. O00OO0 ?E,500000 ?5,000000 27.500000 30.000000 3P.SOOnO0
3b,O000_O 37._0n000 40,000000 42,b000o0 _5,000000 50.000000 55,0000o0
60,nO0000 6_,000000 70,000000 75,000000 80,000no0 AS.000000 90,000000
q_,OOOoOOlOO°OOqO00
.OI3Pgq .nSo7q7 ,I13618 °140Pql ,16255q ,181707 ,1977q6
,211oP7 °FPS143 ,236108 ,2457P0 ,?_3Rql .,260871 ,?66460
,2707F_ ,273_4 ,275555 ._7_7]_ .27_434 ,268101 .P57307
.Sa_F3F ,224153 .20P422 .1776a8 ,l_OP16 ,120218 ,0_7383
.04a_4n ,01nnno





















































































































.026q?? ,0_0_15 .I06q13 .128507 ,1a6550 ,16205R o17507R
.1P6_73 .lqTn_l ,EOS772 ,2133_q ._1q603 .224842 .22R869
.P3176_ .733397 ,23_P_3 .2335_7 .231703 .2E4755 .F14103
,_00?37 ,)_3S_P ,16434_ ,]42994 .119879 .095154 .06_660
.03qn33 .OlO000
.0?6g73 -,00601_ -.Ol_Og6 -,014q04 -o016g19 -.01e722 -o01_565
-,O_On=l -,oP1025 -.0_13_5 -,0217R_ -,n?lq28 -,022118 -°0_115
-°021g_4 -.0P14_4 -.091}39 -.02014_ -.018771 -.01_24P -.0)1010




n.o 4.0 A.O 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0
_8,0 32.0 3k,O 40.0 44,0 4n°O 52°0
_6.0 60.0 6_.0 6_.0 72.0 76.0 RO.O
P4.0 @P.n qP.O 96.0 100.0
?5 1 0
0.5 4.5 P,5 I?.S 1_.5 20.5 24.5
2_.5 3?.S 3_,_ 40.5 44.S 48.5 57.5
5&,5 6_.5 64.5 6_.5 7_.5 76.5 80.5
84.5 _P.5 9_,S q6.5
?_ 1 0
1.0 5,0 q,O 13o0 17°0 PI,O 25.0
_q.O 9_.0 97.fl 41.0 4_.0 4_.0 53.0



























q.5 13.5 17.5 2l.S 25,5
37.5 41.-_ 45,5 4q.5 53.5
_._ 6_.5 73.5 77,5 81.5
q3.5 q7.5
1 0
IO.O 14.0 l_.O 22.0 2+.0
3_.0 _2.n 46,0 50.0 54.0
_+.0 70.0 74.0 78.0 82.o
q4.0 q_.O
l 0
lo,_ 14,3 18.5 )_.S P6.5
3a,_ 4P.5 46.5 50.5 54.5
_a,_ 70,5 74.5 7a.5 82.5
_4,5 _._
l 0
li.O l_.o lq.O P3.0 27.0
30,0 43,0 47,0 51.0 55.0
67,0 71.0 75.0 79.0 83.0
95.0 Q9.6
0 0
11,5 i5.5 i9.5 23.5 27,5
_,5 43,5 47.5 51_5 55.5

























































































































.070060 .096184 .I17308 .|34743 .149040
.181038 .IR844_ .104350 .199146 .?C2673
.206642 .20_643 .?03_35 .196531 .1_6404

































.04076_ .067146 .070614 .0941R4 .10_796
.134015 .140670 .146129 .150697 .IS4_50
.159571 .159_72 .158474 .154195 .147310
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Pr ,o  :UALrrY
.07253_ ,080532 .087249 .093149 .0QR160 .102496 o106n68
,IOA943: ,III066 ,IIP7_I o113¢13 ,I13617 °112044 o]OA_O?
,1029_1 ,O958_2 °087320 ,07730g ,0_6230 .053792 o03988.0
,025_P ,010000
-,0477_3 -.055035 -_0528N8 -.049357 =o0_63Q3 . -,044053 -o04162R
-.039327 -,03759P -,035789 -,034?14 -o03266P -o0312fl7 -,0?9875
-.02P4PP -.O?6g_A -o025_10 -,02391P -00P?049 -,017948 -,01352q
-,00_946 -,004355 o000094 ,00414] ,007479 ,009573 . 0010193
,005R6? -,OIONO0
0.000000 2.50_000 5.000000 7°500000 10,000000 12,500000 lS.0000oO
17.500n00 2_.000000 2P°5noo00 25.000000 _7,5n0000 30.000000 3P,50nooo
35.000000 37,500000 40,000000 4P°500o00 45,000000 50,000000 55.000000





























-,0483PP -°030443 -,n207A6 -.01P596
,01096P .015_36 ,019733 .0P3493
,03_040 °037065 .03BP70 o0402PP
,041191 ,039235 ,036429 ,032_3_
,01641_ ,010000
-°04_3P_ -,0566_4 -oOS6P&2 -,056105
-,0_|_P8 -,0_052F -,049183 -,047A46
-°04193P -,040P6P -°03B612 -,036750
-,0_14_5 -.01_900 -.012428 -,00P190
-o003504 -.OlO00O
0.000000 2,bOOOnO 5.000000 7,500000
lT._OOOO0 _O,O000OO PPe500000 25.000000
35.00n00o 37,b00oo0 _0.000000 42.50n00o
60.000000 bF,O00OO0 70,000000 75.000000
95,0000"00100,000000
-.0431PI -.030016 -,024042 -,01#4BI
-,00PP_P °001007 .003R85 .00_40
•014Q31 .01_466 ,017_65 .0]_66























































































-.04312l -.0_0016 -o049P11 -.049534 -._49073 -o04_54
-.04_973 -.04621% -.0453n1 -.044_67 -.04334_ -.042307
-.0400]0 -.03_724 -.037435 -o03_974 -.034408 -.03]006.




0.0 4.0 _.0 1P.O 16.0 ?0.0 84.0
28.0 3?.0 36.0 40.0 44.0 48.0 $2.0
56.0 60.0 64.0 68,0 72.0 76.0 80.0
84.0 88.n 92.0 96.0 100.0
25 1 0
l.O _ _.0 9.0 13.0 17.0 21.0 25.0
89.0 33.0 37.0 41.0 45.0 49.0 55.0
_7.0 61.0 65.0 69.0 73.0 77.0 81.0
PS.0 8_.0 93.0 97.0
89 1 0
2.0 6.0 10.0 14.0 18.0 22.0 26.0
3n.o 34.0 3_.0 42.0 46.0 50.0 54.0
5".0 62._ 66.0 70.0 74.0 78.0 8?.0
86.0 g0.0 94.0 98.0
2_ 0 0
3.n 7..0 ll.O 15.0 19.0 ?3.0 27.0
91.0 3_.0 39.0 43.0 47.0 51.0 55.0
Yq.O 63.0 67.0 71.0 75.0 79.0 83.0





0.0 1._11 l.O 99.0
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